We review current results on physics with photons at the LHC and discuss realistic perspectives of photon physics at future colliders. In particular, we focus on Standard Model (SM) measurements with photons at the upcoming high-luminosity and a possible high-energy LHC as well as jet measurements at an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) to be constructed either at BNL or at JLAB and their potential to constrain nuclear parton densities. We also discuss future searches for physics beyond the SM with photons in the high-luminosity phase of the LHC.
increased centre-of-mass energy from 13 TeV to as much as 27 TeV in pp, 17 TeV in pPb and 10.6 TeV in PbPb collisions. At the same time, plans to supplement the existing Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL with a circular electron accelerator or to extend the upgraded Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at JLAB with a heavy-ion storage ring are well advanced. In both incarnations, such an Electron Ion Collider (EIC) would greatly improve our knowledge of nuclear matter, probed by the real and virtual photons emitted from the electron. It is therefore appropriate to explore the impact of photons in these realistic future collider scenarios, i.e. on future SM studies at the HL/HE LHC and EIC as well as on BSM physics at the HL LHC.
2 SM physics with photons at the high-luminosity and high-energy LHC
Prompt photon production
The LHC collaborations ALICE, ATLAS and CMS have recently produced a large variety of interesting prompt photon results in pp, pPb and PbPb collisions at different centre-of-mass energies 6) . They serve to test both the QCD and electroweak sectors of the SM, to constrain the parton distribution functions (PDFs) in protons and nuclei and to determine the background for new physics searches with ever higher precision. To fully exploit the potential of these data, one must not only cleanly eliminate the meson decay contributions by data-driven subtraction methods or with infrared-safe photon isolation criteria, but also confront them with theoretical calculations at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) or using resummation and parton showers (PS) 7) . depends on the momentum fraction x and the factorisation scale µ; f b/A (x A , µ 2 ) is the nPDF with x A being the corresponding parton momentum fraction; dˆ (ab ! jets) is the elementary cross section for production of two-and three-parton final states emerging as jets in the interaction of partons a and b. The sum over a involves quarks and gluons for the resolved photon contribution and the photon for the direct photon contribution dominating at x ⇡ 1. and the associated shaded band correspond to the central fit of nCTEQ15 nPDFs and their uncertainty, respectively. The top panel of this figure demonstrates that NLO pQCD correctly reproduces the shape and, at least semi-quantitatively, the normalisation of the preliminary ATLAS data. The lower panel of Fig. 80 shows the ratio of the curves from the upper panel to the result of the calculation, where nCTEQ15 nPDFs are substituted by free proton and neutron PDFs. One can see from this panel that the central value of the ratio of the two cross sections reveals the expected trend of nuclear modifications of nPDFs: ⇠ 10% shadowing for small x A < 0.01, which is followed by ⇠ 20% antishadowing (enhancement) around x = 0.1 and then ⇠ 10% suppression for x A > 0.3. Note that since the uncertainties of nCTEQ15 nPDFs are of the same magnitude as the effect of nuclear modifications, inclusion of this dijet data if global QCD fits of nPDFs should in principle reduce the existing uncertainty.
It is also important to study diffractive dijet photoproduction in UPCs in the reaction A + A ! A+jet1+jet2+X +A. NLO pQCD predictions for the cross section of this process in pp, p-A, and A-A UPCs in the LHC kinematics were made in [859] . It was shown that studies of this process on nuclei may shed some light on the mechanism of QCD factorisation breaking in diffractive photoproduction This has recently been demonstrated with the implementation of photons in POWHEG, the successful application of this new calculation to data from ALICE, ATLAS and CMS, and predictions for future measurements with LHCb 8) . An observable that is particularly sensitive to QCD effects beyond next-to-leading order (NLO) is the photon-jet azimuthal distribution, measured by CMS in pp and pPb collisions 9) and shown in Fig. 1 . While the NLO JETPHOX calculations do not describe the data below ∆φ Jγ = 2π/3, as the maximum number of jets is limited to two at NLO, the POWHEG predictions agree quite well with the data. No significant energy dependence or cold nuclear effects are yet observed with this limited statistics, making its increase at the HL LHC mandatory. Exploratory studies have shown that the HL LHC can reach inclusive photon and diphoton transverse momenta up to 5 and 2 TeV, i.e. far beyond the current reach of about 1 TeV and 700 GeV, respectively 10) , and the kinematic reach would obviously be even larger at a HE LHC. This would give access to proton PDFs over a wide range in x from less than 10 −4 to 0.5.
Inclusive photoproduction
Collisions with an tagged proton or intact nucleus, small multiplicity, or a substantial rapidity gap on one side of the detector system allow for the identification of inclusive photoproduction events and thus the use of the LHC as a photon-proton or photon-ion collider. The inclusive photoproduction of dijets has already been observed by ATLAS 11) and been shown to agree well with NLO QCD calculations 12) . With a future precision of 5%, these data would have the potential to reduce the nuclear PDF uncertainties at x ∼ 10 −3 by more than a factor of two 13) . alternate explanation could involve the leptons bending in the magnetic field from the QGP. If a QGP is electrically conducting, then it may acquire an induced magnetic field from the short-lived magnetic fields carried by the two nuclei [596] . The QGP field, however, will be longer lived, and could bend the produced leptons in opposite directions, reducing their coplanarity. Symmetry also predicts that it should disappear for the most central collisions [595] , except possibly for event-by-event fluctuations.
The STAR Collaboration also has studied two-photon e + e production in peripheral Au-Au collisions; they found a small difference between their pair p T spectrum and calculations, and suggest that it might be due to medium effects [580] . ALICE has not yet seen these pairs [579], likely because their pair acceptance requires lepton p T > 1 GeV/c, eliminating most pairs from g g reactions.
Coupled with better theoretical calculations, the large Pb-Pb integrated luminosity in Run 3 and 4 can confirm and dramatically expand our understanding of this effect. One important goal is to expand the study to cover a much wider range of masses. Figure 60 shows the expected mass spectrum obtainable by ATLAS for a 13 nb 1 integrated luminosity run, assuming no changes in the trigger; masses up to 100 GeV/c 2 should be accessible. These high mass pairs correspond to two-photon interactions in or very near the two nuclei, so should show increased effects due to interactions with the medium or magnetic fields associated with the Quark-Gluon Plasma.
In contrast, lower masses correspond to larger distances between the dilepton production point and the nuclei, so in-medium effects may be smaller. These lower masses should be accessible with a softer requirement on the muon momentum. It would also be interesting to compare e + e with µ + µ (and possibly t + t ), since the lighter leptons should interact more. If the leptons interact with the medium, then the electron A distribution should show more change than that for muons.
Photonuclear interactions
In photonuclear interactions, a photon emitted by one nucleus fluctuates to a quark-antiquark dipole, which then scatters elastically from the other (target) nucleus, emerging as a real vector meson. The scattering occurs via Pomeron exchange, which preserves the photon quantum numbers. In perturbative In the complementary kinematic region of large x A , the small-x region of the photon PDFs, on which little is known, could be probed. This is demonstrated with two different parametrisations, which are still both consistent with current data. At a HE-LHC, the centre-of-mass energies per nucleon of 10.6 TeV in PbPb and 17 TeV in pPb collisions would obviously allow to extend the kinematic reach even further, and open heavy-quark production would shed further light on the heavy quark content of protons and nuclei.
Exclusive photoproduction
When the hadrons on both sides are tagged or separated from the central hard event by a rapidity gap, photon-photon collisions lead to the exclusive production of lepton pairs. Their theoretical description within QED requires not only accounting for form factors, but also absorptive effects from the additional scattering of pomerons. Muon pairs with invariant mass above 10 GeV have been measured by ATLAS not only in ultraperipheral, but also peripheral and central PbPb collisions 15) . For the former, the leptons are mostly back-to-back as expected, and the acoplanarity distribution (α, top) and lepton energy imbalance (A, bottom) agree well with the STARlight predictions in Fig. 3 . In central collisions, however, the acoplanarity peak at α = 0 is reduced, indicating electromagnetic rescattering in the created QGP, while A remains unchanged, so that no significant energy loss through bremsstrahlung occurs. A HL LHC would reach higher invariant masses of up to 100 GeV, corresponding to photon-photon interactions near or even in the nuclei and thus increased interactions with the QGP and/or nuclear magnetic field 14) . At low mass, electron pairs are expected to interact more than muons or even taus. At higher order, also the production of four leptons can be considered 16) . coherent J/ photoproduction in UPCs was also studied in the k t -factorization approach [828] in terms of the unintegrated nuclear gluon distribution, which determines the initial condition for the non-linear evolution equation. In the case of ⇢ meson production, shadowing is a factor of ⇠ 2 stronger [829] than in the approach based on the Glauber model and the vector meson dominance model. The higher LHC luminosity and experimental upgrades will allow us to collect vastly improved samples of UPC events. In particular, the planned ALICE continuous readout [830] , will eliminate many of the trigger-based constraints that have limited UPC data collection, allowing for high-efficiency collection of large samples of photoproduced light mesons. The increases in sample sizes should be considerably larger than one would expect from merely scaling the luminosity.
In order to conclude this section on the opportunities with vector meson production, we want to give a list of not yet exploited measurements that provide further insight into photonuclear interactions with heavy, light and multiple vector meson production: -Extend substantially the x range for coherent J/ photoproduction on nuclei using information on the impact parameter distribution in peripheral and ultra-peripheral collisions provided by forward neutron production [817] . The impact parameter distribution can be accessed in the context of UPCs by exploiting the properties of additional photon or hadronic interactions in addition to the photon that produces the vector meson. The rates for the combined processed can be found in [831] and the relationship between impact parameter and additional photon interactions is discussed in [832] . The x-range can be also extended by using p-A collisions to probe the nucleus. In the latter case, one would have to separate coherent J/ production in A and p using a much more narrow p T distribution of J/ produced in coherent A scattering and very good p T resolution for the transverse momentum of the pair (LHCb). -Measure with high enough statistics coherent U(1S) production in p and A scattering to check the expectation of the 20% reduction of the coherent cross section, which would allow one to probe gluon shadowing at a factor of ⇠ 10 higher Q 2 than in J/ production.
-Study coherent production of two pions with masses above 1 GeV/c 2 to study an interplay of soft and hard dynamics as a function of M ⇡⇡ and p T (⇡).
-Measure the production of heavier 2⇡ [833], 4⇡ and other resonances on ion targets, and search for the photoproduction of the observed exotic mesons. By using data from both proton targets (at Exclusive dijets are produced not only by photon, but also pomeron interactions and could therefore in the future be used to determine for the first time diffractive PDFs of nuclei 17) . At leading twist, diffraction can be related to nuclear shadowing, and more evidence for the latter has recently been obtained by ALICE from exclusive production of ρ, J/ψ and ψ mesons 18) . Their different masses would allow to probe in the future more precisely the evolution of nuclear shadowing with Q 2 19) , as is shown in Fig. 4 . It assumes that a total integrated luminosity of 13 nb −1 could be reached with yearly
PbPb runs at the end of 2021-2023 and 2027-2029. These measurements would be particularly interesting in view of establishing deviations from DGLAP and evidence for BFKL evolution or saturation effects. Finally, the production of W -boson and top-quark pairs as well as Higgs bosons would allow to search more precisely for deviations of the electroweak couplings of these particles from the SM predictions 20) .
SM physics with photons at the EIC
Plans to build an EIC at either BNL or JLAB are well advanced. It would allow for a diverse physics program impacting nuclear, heavy-ion and high-energy physics with studies of sea quark and gluon distributions, their spins and the emergence of nuclear properties through electromagnetic, i.e. photon, interactions 21) .
As two examples, we discuss here the impact of inclusive jets and dijets in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) and photoproduction on the determination of nuclear PDFs. Both processes have recently been calculated at approximate NNLO (aNNLO). Fig. 5 (top left) shows the p T distribution of inclusive jets in DIS for different EIC designs, where the eRHIC option with a 21 GeV electron and a 100 GeV per nucleon ion beam allows to reach p T values of up to 35 GeV. The K factors as a function of p T at NLO and aNNLO (top right) are very similar, which demonstrates good perturbative stability, as are the Q 2 evolutions predicted by nCTEQ15 and EPPS16 (bottom left), both based on DGLAP. However, the two nuclear PDF uncertainty bands do not overlap at x below 10 −3 , demonstrating the potential EIC impact 22) . dσ Pb /dp Similar distributions are shown in Fig. 6 for dijet photoproduction. The average p T of the two jets is now restricted to below 20 GeV (top left). The nuclear modifications depend strongly on the nucleus (top right) and are modelled differently by nCTEQ15 and EPPS16 (bottom left). Due to the reduced partonic centre-of-mass energy, the nuclear PDF sensitivity does not extend to x values below 10 −2 . An alternative process to constrain in particular the nuclear gluon density would again be exclusive quarkonium photoproduction, also at the EIC 24) .
BSM physics with photons at the high-luminosity and high-energy LHC
The searches for anomalous couplings of weak gauge or Higgs bosons and top quarks already briefly mentioned above are mainly motivated by the hierarchy and unification problems of the SM. Another major motivation for BSM searches comes from dark matter (DM), whose existence is largely undisputed, but whose nature remains to be elucidated. We therefore focus in this section on three different DM candidates, all related to photons: weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) and their future constraints from monophotons; prospects for dark photon searches; and axion-like particle (ALP) contributions to light-by-light scattering at the HL and HE LHC.
Future dark matter searches with monophotons
Monophoton searches at the LHC can be competitive to other processes, in particular monojets, when DM is part of an electroweak multiplet, since photons induce a different dependence on model parameters like the electroweak representation or mass splitting. For example, DM is part of a Higgsino triplet (χ 0 , χ ± )
in anomaly-meadiated SUSY-breaking models 25) and of scalar or fermion singlets, doublets or triplets in minimal DM models with a SM mediator 26) . Even when DM and its charged multiplet partners have identical masses at tree-level, electroweak loops always induce a mass splitting, e.g. of m χ ± = m χ 0 + 165 MeV for triplets, making the neutral partner lighter and the heavier ones decay like χ ± → χ 0 + soft charged pions. The DM particle itself is usually stabilised against decay into SM particles by assuming a symmetry like R parity or U (1) B−L . The observed thermal relic density can then be obtained for masses m χ 0 ≤ 3 TeV. DM signals from monophoton searches at the LHC not only have to be discriminated against the The reinterpretation of the mono-photon analysis in the WIMP triplet model uses full simulated MC signal samples and performs a simultaneous fit on the most inclusive signal region (SR), corresponding to E miss T > 150 GeV, that provides the best expected sensitivity. All backgrounds, including fake photons estimated with data-driven techniques, have been included in the fit rescaling the Run-2 results to the high luminosity scenario. All the systematic uncertainties on the MC background samples have been taken into account to obtain upper limits on the 0 production cross section. Projections of the expected upper limits on the production cross section of 0 at 95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab The impact of the systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity of the analysis has been checked considering that the analysis will no more be limited by the statistical uncertainty at high luminosity. In a scenario in which the current systematic uncertainties are halved, an exclusion of 0 masses up to about 340 GeV could be reached. Thanks to the increased statistics, the analysis at high luminosity could be further optimised by performing a multiple-bin fit, thus on more bins in E miss T improving the overall sensitivity of the analysis. This study is done for a c.o.m. energy of 13 TeV, a slight improvement in the signal significance is expected from the increase of the c.o.m. energy to 14 TeV foreseen for the HL-LHC.
VBF plus E miss T final state
The VBF+E miss T topology is characterised by two quark-initiated jets with a large separation in rapidity and E miss T . The sensitivity of the VBF+E miss T analysis to the WIMP triplet model is presented as a reinterpretation of the Run-2 results for the high luminosity scenario foreseen for the HL-LHC. As pileup is a key experimental challenge for event reconstruction in the VBF topology at the HL-LHC, a dedicated study of its impact is also shown using VBF H !invisible as benchmark.
Projections at high luminosity for DM for EW triplet DM. A search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson produced via VBF has been performed by ATLAS using a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36 fb 0.5 T, and p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions at 0.2 T, respectively. LHCb will improve sensitivity of dark photon searches to large regions of the unexplored space. These new constraints leverage the improved invariant-mass and vertex resolution, as well as the unique capabilities of the particle-identification and real-time data-analysis with triggerless readout, that enables to accumulate L int ⇠ 15 fb 1 [621].
Limitations and outlook
While the statistical precision for the measurement of low mass dielectrons and dimuons as well as real photons will be sufficient in LHC Run 3 and 4 to study their yield as a function transverse momentum and with respect to the event plane (elliptic flow), more differential measurements might still be limited. The measurement of the photon polarization via the angular distribution of dileptons can not only provide information on the thermalization of the system, but also on the early stages of the collision [622] . Experimentally these distributions have been measured in the NA60 experiment [623] , where no polarization was found concluding that the observed excess dimuons are in agreement with the thermal emission from a a randomized system. In order to study the angular distributions, for example in the Collins-Soper reference frame [624] [625] [626] in the polar angle ✓ and the azimuthal angle ', a large data set is needed (NA60 used ⇠ 50000 excess µ + µ pairs).
Another promising direction is measurement of Bose-Einstein (BE) correlations of direct photons. With this probe one can trace space-time dimensions of the hottest part of the fireball and moreover, varying k T of the photon pair, one can select pairs coming mostly from earlier or later stages of the collision and thus look at evolution of the fireball. On the other hand, from the correlation strength parameter one can extract the direct photon spectrum down to very low p T ⇠ 100 MeV/c. So far there was one successful measurement of direct photon BE correlations by the WA98 Collaboration [627] , while at RHIC and LHC energies these measurements are still unavailable. The reason is that the expected strength of these correlations P Gg = 1/2(N irreducible background Z(→ νν)γ, but also from W/Z + jet, tt, ZZ/W W production with electrons or jets faking photons. This is achieved with kinematic cuts like E T > 150 GeV, p γ T > 150 GeV, |η γ | < 2.37 and a photon isolation from E T by ∆φ > 0.4. The LHC can then set stronger limits than LEP (m χ 0 > 90 GeV) as shown in Fig. 7 (left) , reaching DM masses of 300 GeV for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab −1 27) .
Prospects for dark photon searches
Dark photons A from U (1) gauge extensions of the SM have gained in popularity as the neutral SM gauge and Higgs bosons have become more and more excluded as mediators for WIMP DM in the mass region between a few GeV and TeV. They are parametrised by their mass, obtained from spontaneous symmetry breaking, and mixing parameter g with the SM photon. ALICE has searched for possible decays of π 0 → γA (→ e + e − ) by examining the electron-positron invariant mass between 20 and 90 MeV in pp and pPb collisions, and its upgrade will greatly improve the efficiency. LHCb has good capabilities to measure muon pairs and thus searches for prompt-like and long-lived dark photons produced in pp collisions and decaying as A → µ + µ − between 214 MeV and 70 GeV. As Fig. 7 (right) shows, smaller couplings g will be probed at the HL LHC, closing potentially the wedge in the 20 to 90 MeV mass region.
BSM perspectives in light-by-light scattering
The Z 4 enhancement in PbPb collisions at the LHC leads to 4.5 · 10 7 more initial photon pairs than obtained in pp collisions, albeit with a softer spectrum. Both ATLAS and CMS have now observed lightby-light scattering, i.e. the exclusive production of diphotons in UPCs. Apart from model-independent searches for anomalous couplings, they allow in particular to hunt for light ALPs, which arise in solutions of the strong CP problem, through the identification of invariant mass peaks that should be clearly visible above the steeply falling QED background, as shown in Fig. 8 (left) . Upper limits can then be set on the product of the production cross section and decay branching ratio into diphotons. In Fig. 8 
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Pb-Pb collisions at 5.52 TeV. These results demonstrate that heavy-ion collisions have unique sensitivity to ALP searches in the range of m a = 7 140 GeV, where the previous results based on available Pb-Pb data by ATLAS and CMS [959, 981] are also shown (labelled as ATLAS ! and CMS ! in the figure). With the discovery of the Higgs boson, "unparticles" are now all but forgotten 14) . Nevertheless, contrary to standard SUSY LHC searches, photon-photon collisions might indeed be sensitive in compressed mass scenarios where e.g. ml ∼ mχ0 28) . The search for monopoles with ATLAS, where the current mass limit from 13 TeV pp collisions lies at 2 TeV, has proven more difficult than expected, but is ongoing with the dedicated experiment MoEDAL and might in the future benefit from the enhanced photon luminosity in PbPb collisions 29) .
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have tried to present a balanced and realistic discussion of physics opportunities with photons at future colliders, focusing on either existing (SM) physics at colliders with advanced funding decisions or on BSM physics at the HL LHC already under construction. Particular attention has been spent on the unique potential of photons to constrain the proton and in particular nuclear structure at high energy as well as their role in searches for DM, currently our clearest hint of physics beyond the SM. Photons also play of course a crucial role in astroparticle physics, but a thorough discussion of cosmic rays, the upcoming CTA telescope and the fascinating perspectives of multimessenger astronomy were unfortunately beyond the scope of this conference summary talk.
